Internal states, including affective or homeostatic states, are important behavioral motivators. The amygdala is a key brain region involved in the regulation of motivated behaviors, yet how distinct internal states are represented in amygdala circuits is not known. Here, by imaging somatic neural calcium dynamics in freely moving mice, we demonstrate that changes in the relative activity levels of two major, non-overlapping populations of principal neurons in the basal nucleus of the amygdala (BA) predict switches between exploratory and anxiety-like or defensive behavioral states across different environments. Moreover, we found that the amygdala widely broadcasts internal state information via several output pathways to larger brain networks, and that sensory responses in the BA were not correlated with behavioral states. Our data indicate that the brain processes external stimuli and internal states in an orthogonal manner, which may facilitate rapid and flexible selection of appropriate, state-dependent behavioral responses.
Classical and recent studies identified state-related brain areas and neural circuits 9 via electrical and optogentic stimulation, which lead to fast shifts in affective and defensive behaviors, foraging drives, feeding behavior and systemic hormonal levels [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This suggests that internal states are defined by a dynamic interplay involving specific patterns of neuronal activity across large brain networks 18 , yet these neuronal representations are unknown and we are only starting to identify the neuronal circuit basis of internal states [19] [20] [21] .
The basolateral amygdala (BLA) and particularly its basal nucleus (BA), a brain hub for the regulation of affective, homeostatic and social behaviors, are functionally linked to all above-mentioned levels via direct and indirect reciprocal neuronal circuits; e.g. to motor pathways 22 driving specific behavioral output, to thalamic and cortical sensory areas implicated in the processing of outcome-prediciting stimuli 23, 24 , as well as to brain centers that sense and regulate behaviorally-relevant hormones and neuromodulators 25 . Much research on amygdala function has involved the framework of appetitive and aversive Pavlovian conditioning [26] [27] [28] [29] , leading to the identification of the specific circuit elements underlying associative plasticity in aversive conditioning [30] [31] [32] as well as the response patterns of amygdala neuronal ensembles representing conditioned and unconditioned stimuli 33 . While these works thoroughly characterize the amygdala activity that is learned and temporally locked to experimentally controlled events, we only have a rudimentary understanding of how the activity of amygdala neurons relates to self-paced behaviors like foraging, risk assessment, or place avoidance 34, 35 . These behaviors are strongly driven by internal states, such as anxiety 36 , and may therefore serve as their external manifestation and read-out.
To address how internal states are represented on the level of distributed activity in either the whole population of amygdala neurons 18 or dedicated functional state-ensembles, we performed deep brain calcium imaging of large populations of BA principal neurons (PNs) using a miniaturized microscope 33, 37 in animals that engage in a series of behavioral paradigms, including the exploration of environments traditionally associated with changing levels of anxiety as well as Pavlovian fear conditioning. By following large neuronal populations longitudinally across several days and paradigms (Extended Data Fig. 1 ), we identify a trackable neuronal population signature of internal states in the BA, which reoccurs upon diverse behaviors. These state signatures are represented by fixed, functional neuronal ensembles, broadcast to multiple downstream brain areas and do not correlate with sensory input-driven BA population activity, indicating that behaviorally relevant internal states and sensory inputs seem to be encoded in an orthogonal manner.
Amygdala activity during open field exploration
To investigate general principles of BA population coding, we used a miniature fluorescence microscope ( (Fig. 1d , periphery: 76 ± 3%, center: 24 ± 3%, P < 0.0001, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test, N = 25 mice). Nevertheless, mice typically exhibited pronounced exploratory behavior in the OF (Fig. 1g, Extended  Data Fig. 2h ). They covered large distances (45 ± 2 m in ca. 10 min, N = 25 mice) (Fig. 1c) and ventured out of the corners along the walls (time in corners: 34 ± 2%, time at walls: 42 ± 1%, P < 0.01, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test, N = 25 mice) and into the center (Fig. 1d) .
Ca 2+ activity of BA CaMKII-positive PNs (133 ± 6 neurons / animal, N = 9 mice) was tracked throughout OF exploration using miniaturized microscopy ( Fig. 1a, Extended Data Fig. 1 ). During the OF test, BA neurons exhibited diverse activity patterns with burst-like as well as slow changes of Ca 2+ fluorescence (Fig. 1h) . The average spatial response patterns of individual BA neurons in the OF arena ranged from seemingly non-specific to area-biased activity, with relatively more activity in the corners (corner-modulated cells) or the center (centermodulated cells) of the OF (Fig. 1i) . The area-bias was quantified by the differential Ca 2+ activity between corners and centers (area score, see Methods), and neurons with scores exceeding a selected threshold were defined as area-modulated (total area modulated: 28 ± 5%) (Fig. 2a,b) . The area score distribution based on differential activity in corners vs. centers was larger than area scores based on neutral divisions of the open field (e.g. left vs. right, top vs. bottom, Extended Data Fig. 2a) . Furthermore, a substantial fraction of corner vs. center-based area scores was outside of the 95% confidence interval of the left vs. right and top vs. bottom (17% and 21%, respectively) distribution, indicating that corner/center-related activity is significantly different from random spatial activity changes in the open field. The total BA population did not exhibit a specific quantitative bias towards more activity in the corners or in the center (corners: 13 ± 3% of BA PNs/animal; center: 15 ± 3%; P = 0.641, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test) (Fig. 2c) . Corner-modulated and center-modulated neurons were spatially intermingled in the BA and showed no apparent local clustering (Fig. 2d,e,  Extended Data Fig. 2b ).
To examine neuronal dynamics during an animal's transition from the OF center into a corner, and vice versa, we averaged neuronal Ca 2+ responses according to directionality and to the time point when the animal crossed the center/corner boundary. This analysis revealed that a large group of BA neurons was either activated (27 ± 4%, ensemble 1) or inhibited (29 ± 4%, ensemble 2, P = 0.641, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test, see Methods for details on cluster based analysis of relative changes in Ca 2+ fluorescence) upon spatial relocation (Fig. 2f,g ). Interestingly, the sign of the response of the respective BA ensemble was inverted when the animal exited the corner area, albeit similar speed profiles for both transitions (Fig. 2g) . By and large, ensemble 1 cells overlapped with corner-modulated cells, whereas ensemble 2 cells corresponded to center-modulated cells (Extended Data Fig. 2e-g ). The activity patterns of corner-and center-modulated cells were linked to the spatial location or the transition therein and did not depend on differences in average corner and center movement (Extended Data Fig. 2h ), general speed correlations on the single cell level (Extended Data Fig. 2i ), or correlations of neuronal activity with instantaneous changes in speed (Fig. 2g, Extended Data Fig. 2j ).
Given the strong area-modulation of the neuronal responses, we next trained a support vector machine classifier (see Methods) to test if corner or center locations of the animal can be accurately predicted solely based on BA population activity. Indeed, the classifier reached high decoding accuracies of 86 ± 2%, whilst decoder performance dropped if the neuronal data was temporally shuffled (46 ± 4%, P = 0.004, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test) (Fig. 2h) or circularly shifted to control for local structures in the behavioral and neuronal data (Extended Data Fig. 2c , see also Methods).
Taken together, this data shows that, during the OF exploration, a large fraction of BA neurons conveys area-modulated information about an animal's corner or center location; areas which are typically considered to reflect different internal states with regard to the animal's anxiety or stress levels 39,42-44 .
Amygdala encoding of elevated plus maze exploration
To investigate whether general principles of BA population coding apply to exploratory behavior across different contexts, we imaged the same BA PNs during EPM exploration (Fig. 1b, Extended  Data Fig. 1e ). In keeping with the OF test, mice spent more time in the closed arms of the EPM (closed: 81 ± 2%). Typically, one of the closed arms, the preferred home base arm, was substantially more frequented (Extended Data Fig. 3a) . Similar to our observations in the OF test, mice also exhibited exploratory behavior on the EPM. They ventured out of the closed arms into the center (relative time spent: 13 ± 2%) or onto the open arms (6 ± 1%, P < 0.0001, Friedman test) (Fig. 1e) . Furthermore, the animals performed so-called head dips, marked by brief periods of visual investigation over the edge of the EPM open arms (Fig. 1f) .
Next, we asked whether the area-modulated responses of BA PNs which we observed in the OF would generalize to the EPM. Specifically, we hypothesized enclosed, potentially safe areas are similarly represented between the two paradigms, such that corner-modulated cells might be more active during an animal's stay in the closed arm of the EPM, whereas center-modulated cells might show higher activity levels during open arm exploration. Surprisingly, average activity of corner-modulated cells was reduced in the preferred closed arm (mean z-score: -0.22 ± 0.03, N = 9 animals) (Fig. 3b,e) , whereas center-modulated cells exhibited increased activity in the preferred closed arm (mean z-score: 0.15 ± 0.04, P < 0.01, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test) (Fig. 3c,e) . Once the animal started to venture out of its preferred closed arm to explore the EPM, average activity of corner-and centermodulated cells reversed such that corner-modulated cells increased their Ca 2+ fluorescence in the center (∆z-score: 0.246 ± 0.04), less frequented closed arm (∆z-score: 0.262 ± 0.04) or open arms (∆z-score: 0.222 ± 0.03), and vice-versa for center-modulated cells (∆z-score for center = -0.177 ± 0.04, closedavoided = -0.183 ± 0.05, open = -0.156 ± 0.05; all P < 0.01, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test) ( Fig. 3d-f) . This suggests that the activity of cornermodulated cells correlates with exploration of the non-preferred closed and open arms of the EPM. Consistent with this notion, the animals' behavior in the OF corners was not passive, but rather characterized by constant activity, exploration and rearing (Extended Data Fig. 2h and 3b) .
To test this idea further, we analyzed activity of corner-and center-modulated cells during open arm head dips, a classic exploratory, low anxiety behavior 45 . On average, the animals performed 18 ± 2 head dips per EPM session. As expected, during head dips, corner-modulated cells were strongly activated (z-score: 0.28 ± 0.04) whereas center-modulated cells were inhibited (z-score: -0.23 ± 0.08, P < 0.01, Wilcoxon matchedpairs signed rank test) (Fig. 3g-i ). These data demonstrate that the opposing activation pattern of corner-and center-modulated cell ensembles is preserved during head dips, an alternative, stationary exploratory behavior. Together, these data indicate that two large, non-overlapping functional ensembles of BA PNs signal fundamentally distinct states characterized by the presence or absence of exploratory behavior across different paradigms.
Consistent encoding of behavioral states in amygdala ensembles
Next, we asked how behavioral states and the transitions between them are encoded on the neuronal population level. To follow the modulation of BA ensemble activity across different states and behavioral paradigms, we used open field area transitions, reminiscient of state transitions, and clustered the neurons according to their OF corner entry responses into activated (ensemble 1, 27 ± 4% of all neurons), neutral (44 ± 3%) or inhibited (ensemble 2, 29 ± 4%) neurons (Fig. 4a, see also  Fig. 2g ). On average, the activated and inhibited ensembles showed inverted relative changes in Ca 2+ fluorescence upon corner exit (Fig. 4a-c, Fig. 2g) . We next analysed the activity of these three ensembles across different behaviors using the same cluster partition and cell IDs. Indeed, consistent with the ideas that ensemble 1 neurons encode a general state associated with exploratory behavior across animals, ensemble 1 cells were not only activated upon OF corner entries, but also upon open arm head dip behavior (Fig. 4a-c, see also Fig. 3 g-i) . In contrast, ensemble 2 neurons exhibited the inverse pattern of activity modulation (Fig. 4a-c) . Notably, when extending this analysis to freezing behavior, a defensive behavior induced by auditory fear conditioning, we found that ensemble 1 and ensemble 2 neurons showed opposite activity changes when animals transitioned into a high fear, freezing state and upon termination of freezing (Fig. 4a , for details see Methods).
While ensemble responses were averaged across many neurons (44 ± 3 cells / cluster), a similar result was obtained for single neuron responses. For example, population response correlations between corner entry and corner exit were highly negative (R = -0.84, P < 0.001) (Fig. 4d) . Overall, population level correlations between corner entry, freezing end and head dips were highly positive, whereas the neuronal correlation of these behaviors was inversely correlated with freezing start and corner exit behaviors (Fig. 4e) . These correlations were independent of the behavioral session (i.e. freezing during habituation or extinction 1 and 2) (Fig. 4e) .
Together, these data reveal the population level encoding of behavioral states by large, antagonistic ensembles of BA neurons, which switch their activity patterns upon opposing exploratory and anxiety-like or defensive behavioral states.
Orthogonal behavioral and sensory coding in BA neuronal ensembles. Next, we tested how the population coding of behavioral states in BA neurons intersects with sensory coding during the acquisition and extinction of classical Pavlovian fear conditioning. During conditioning, we paired a previously neutral pure tone (conditioned stimulus, CS+, 75 dB pure tone) with a mild electrical foot shock (unconditioned stimulus, US, 2 s, 0.65 mA AC, see Methods). After conditioning, the animals showed increased freezing responses towards the CS+, which was extinguished by a repetitive re-exposure of the CS+ (Fig. 5a) . BA neurons were ca. two times more likely to respond to the US (57 ± 3% of all neurons including excitatory and inhibitory responses, N = 9 animals) (Fig. 5c,f) than to the CSs (30 ± 3% of all neurons, P = 0.004, N = 9 animals; Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test, for selection criteria see Methods) and were more likely to be activated by the CS+ than the CS-(CS+ 25 ± 3%, CS-8 ± 1%, P = 0.004, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test) ( Fig. 5b-d) .
To classify neurons according to the evolution of their CS+ responses upon fear conditioning and extinction, we used a supervised clustering approach (Extended Data Fig. 4a , see Methods). Consistent with previous findings 31, 33 ,46-48 , we found functionally distinct CS plasticity subtypes of BA PNs that were characterized by differential changes of CS+ responses during fear conditioning and extinction (Fig. 5b,e) . Fear neurons (29 ± 4% of all CS+-responsive neurons) exhibited increased CS+ responses after fear conditioning which were decreased again upon extinction learning (Fig. 5b) . In contrast, extinction neurons showed a selective increase in their CS+ responses after fear extinction (14 ± 3%). The CS+ responses of extinction-resistant neurons were enhanced after fear conditioning and remained elevated upon extinction (20 ± 3%). Additionally, we identified neurons which decreased their responses after habituation, CSdown neurons 33 (23 ± 6%) as well as extinction down neurons, which exhibited decreased CS responses after fear extinction (7 ± 1%). Stable neurons (8 ± 3%) showed constant CS responses before and after fear conditioning, as well as after extinction. Interestingly, none of these CS plasticity subtypes were correlated with either of the behavioral staterelated neuronal ensembles (Extended Data Fig.  5a ), indicating that experience-dependent CS representations are maintained across behavioral states.
US responses were dynamic upon fear conditioning (Fig. 5f) . Across the five CS-US pairings, a supervised cluster analysis (Extended Data Fig. 4b) identified different subtypes of US-excited neurons (32 ± 2% of all neurons): US-stable (22 ± 3%), USdown (27 ± 4%), US-up neurons (20 ± 4%) as well as post-US neurons (31 ± 5%), which are off-responsive with peak responses after the end of the US. Additionally, the following subtypes of US-inhibited neurons were identified (25 ± 2%, compared to USexcited: P = 0.129, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test): stable US-inhibited neurons (74 ± 3%), which show a constant inhibition during the US and plastic US-inhibited down neurons, with a decreasing inhibitory response upon US presentation (26 ± 3%) ( Fig. 5f-h ). Despite the highly diverse and dynamic response patterns of CS and US responses across the entire population of BA PNs, no significant overlap between individual CS and US plasticity subtypes was observed (Extended Data A more detailed analysis of CS+ responses across behavioral paradigms revealed that before fear conditioning and after fear extinction, the population level CS+ response was not correlated with exploratory or freezing behaviors, which is consistent with the neutrality of the CS+ response at these time points. Strikingly though, after fear conditioning, the CS+ population response was weakly correlated with exploratory, low anxiety behaviors (corner entries, freezing end, head dips, Fig. 5i ). Consistent with this observation, we found that after fear conditioning, more CS+ responsive neurons overlapped with freezing start-inhibited neurons (32 ± 5%, ensemble 1), which are typically activated by exploratory behaviors (Fig. 4) neurons, separating state-activated ensembles from sensory coding neurons, may respresent a possible circuit mechanism to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio for salient sensory stimuli such as a CS after conditioning.
Finally, given previous reports indicating that defined BA output pathways are involved in specific behaviors 31,32, 48-50 , we tested the hypothesis that the BA would transmit distinct behavioral state-or sensory-related representations to selected downstream targets including the ventral hippocampus (vHC), the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) or the nucleus accumbens (NAc). Although some specialization could be observed for individual pathways (typically CS/US coding-related 51 ), the population correlations with behavioral states was largely maintained across output pathways (Extended Data Fig. 6 ), suggesting that the BA broadcasts state-related signals to larger brain networks.
Discussion
Our study reveals a novel coding principle of state representations in large, functional ensembles of BA neurons (Extended Data Fig. 7) . We show that behavioral state transitions are associated with inverse dynamics in two functionally distinct, anatomically intermingled ensembles of BA neurons. State-coding in amygdala ensembles was consistent across behavioral paradigms and reflected transitions from exploratory behavior to defensive, anxiety-like states and back. Consistent state-dependent changes in the activity of single cells suggest a fixed state ensemble membership of individual neurons and a homogenous, state-dependent, regulation of individual neuron activity within a given state ensemble. Changes in population activity upon state transitions were characterized by slow (seconds), continuous dynamics in defined ensembles, reminiscent of a potential amygdala attractor network state, which has been previously suggested to underly internal states 52 . Such slow regulation of antagonistic BA ensemble activity might involve statedependent changes in input activity and local circuit mechanisms [53] [54] [55] [56] .
Notably, sensory responses were correlated only partially (CS), or not at all (US), with behavioral states. This suggests that fast sensory dynamics and slow state dynamics are orthogonally separated at the level of amygdala networks, which would allow for a continuous population level state-encoding despite flexible single cell representations of sensory inputs 57 . Additionally, biased representations of emotionally salient stimuli in freezing-inhibited neurons might substantially increase signal to noise ratio and enhance the animal's ability to rapidly and reliably select appropriate behavioral reactions when facing danger. Importantly, state signals were largely conserved across major BA output pathways including projections to the vHC, the NAc and the mPFC. Broadcasting of amygdala state signals to larger brain networks including cortical and subcortical areas is likely to play an important role for state-dependent regulation of sensory perception, motivation 58 , foraging 35 , spatial preference 59 , memory formation 60 , as well as motor output 22 and autonomic regulation 25 , with a potential to broadly set internal drive and generally modify affective states and behaviors. M.J.S. is a scientific co-founder of Inscopix, Inc., which produces the miniature fluorescence microscope used in this study. Surgeries: 8-week-old male mice were anesthetized (isoflurane) and placed in a stereotactic frame (Kopf Instruments). 300 nl (retroAAV.EF1a.GCaMP6f, ventral hippocampus, medial prefrontal cortex, nucleus accumbens) or 500 nl (AAV2/5.CamKII.GCaMP6f, BA) virus was injected in the respective target area using a glass pipette connected to a picospritzer during a stereotactic brain surgery under isoflurane anesthesia (1-2%). One week after virus injection the animals underwent a second surgery for gradient index (GRIN) lens implantation. An 800 µm hole was drilled above the BA. Next, a small track was cut through the hole and cortex to aid GRIN lens insertion. A 600 µm GRIN lens (Inscopix) was then slowly advanced into the basal amygdala (-4.4 mm). The GRIN lens was fixed to the scull using light curable glue (Loctite 4305, Henkel) and the skull sealed with Scotchbond (3M), Vetbond (3M) and dental acrylic (Paladur, Kulzer). A custom made head-bar for animal fixation during miniature microscope mounting was attached. Animals were provided with analgesia (buprenorphine, ropivacaine) and their well-being was monitored throughout the experimental period. Fear conditioning was performed in a 26 cm wide square plexiglass context using a Coulbourn shock grid. The CS+ was terminated with a 2 s 0.65 mA AC foot shock 1.1 s after the last pip. Behavioral experiments were performed and recorded using Sort Client (2.7.0), Radiant (2.0.0) and Cineplex (3.4.1) software in combination with the CinePlex and MAP data acquisition systems (all Plexon). Animals were perfused with 4% PFA in PBS at the end of the behavioral experiment and brain slices (150 µm) were cut (vibratome, Leica) and visualized (confocal microscopy, Zeiss LSM700) to verify GRIN lens location and imaging sites. Animals without detectable GCaMP6f expression before baseplate mounting, non-BA imaging locations or amiss retroAAV injection were excluded from the analysis.
Author contribution

Imaging experiments:
Freely moving imaging experiments of large populations of amygdala neurons were performed via the implanted GRIN lens using a miniaturized microscope (nVista, V2, nVista HD 2.0.4 Inscopix) 37 . Microscope base plates were glued to the dental acrylic circa one week before the experiment and mice were habituated to the microscope attachment procedure before behavioral experiments. Miniature microscopes were mounted onto the mouse's head right before each behavioral experiment using a custom built mounting station. Images were acquired at 1024x1024 pixels and at a frame rate of 20 Hz. Imaging parameters were set at 20-80% LED intensity (0.4 -1.7 mW, 473 nm) and a gain of 1-2 depending on GCaMP6f expression levels.
Data analysis:
Behavior: Behavioral data was manually scored (EPM, head dips; OF, rearing) or automatically tracked using Cineplex Studio and Editor software (Plexon). Freezing was calculated using the 2D motion data and Freezing Analysis plugin of Editor (Plexon, minimum absence of movement: 2 s, threshold adjusted on a case-by-case basis) combined with additional manual post hoc checks for non-freezing but stationary behaviors (e.
Ca 2+ imaging:
Imaging raw movies were preprocessed and normalized using a fast Fourier transform band pass filter in ImageJ. For normalization, each image was divided by its filtered image. After pre-processing, the movies were spatially down-sampled by a factor of four. The movies of all individual experimental days were then concatenated and motion corrected across all frames in Matlab using the TurboReg algorithm 62 . Single cell ROIs were extracted using a combination of principal and independent component analysis 33, 63 . ROI size was limited to a maximum diameter of 30 pxl (ca. 60 µm). ROIs were then overlaid with a maximum intensity projection of the raw movie and excluded, if they overlapped with non-cellular components (e.g. edge of GRIN lens, blood vessels) or if multiple ROIs were detected for the same maximum intensity projection of the same neuron. Pixels within ROIs were normalized and cut at 50% of the maximum ROI pixel intensity. Fluorescence traces for each ROI were extracted as average pixel intensity within the normalized ROI along the filtered 20 Hz motion filtered and corrected raw movie. Traces which failed to pass quality criteria upon visual inspection across sessions were excluded.
Prior to further analysis Ca 2+ traces were calculated as z-scores and linear trends calculated for the entire imaging session were removed.
Area scores: The area bias in single neuron responses was calculated using the average spatial activity map of each neuron: the total activity in a specific x-y location normalized by the total time the animal spent in that location. X-y data was discretized in 256 pixels and smoothed with a 2-d Gaussian kernel that was 1/64 the arena size. The difference between the total normalized activation in the corners (defined as above) and the center was used as a measure of the bias. We calculated the area score for all neurons in the dataset, and set the threshold as 1 standard deviation around zero, to capture the behavior of the distribution tails. This threshold was fixed for the single animal analysis.
Area decoding:
We used support vector classification with a quadratic kernel for all decoders. Animal location was determined in 1-s bins as center/corners/walls according to the definitions above, and bins with non-consistent behavior were excluded from analysis. To avoid very unbalanced designs, if an animal spent less than 15% of the session in the corner, the decoder was trained on the distinction between corner and center. Likewise, if the animal spent less than 15% of the session in the center, the decoder was trained on the distinction between corner and all other locations. In order to control for the local dependencies in both the behavioral data and the neuronal responses, we repeated the decoding training procedure with the behavior circularly rotated relative to the neuronal activity. Maintaining the signal's local structure resulted in a consistent modest drop in decoding performance, that was highly significant (decoding performance on real data was higher than performance on shifted data in 99.8 ± 0.2% of all possible shifts see Extended Data Fig. 2c) .
Neuronal response analysis and clustering:
Behavioral responses to corner entry were averaged for each neuron in a time window starting 2 s before transition to 5 s after. The neuronal responses of all neurons from each animal were then clustered into 3 groups using k-means clustering with Euclidean distance that resulted in an excited, inhibited and neutral cluster for each animal. This procedure was repeated for the responses to the freezing start period (Fig. 5j) CS and US responses were analyzed using a combined statistical and supervised cluster analysis. First, CS and US responsive cells were identified as significantly responsive if their binned Ca 2+ fluorescence (CS: 1 s bins, ±30 s window around CS onset; US 1 s bin, ±14 s window around US onset) during the stimulus was significantly increased (CS) as well as significantly increased or decreased (US), Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, alpha-level: 0.01) compared to baseline conditions in at least 3 or 2 stimulus presentations for the US or CS, respectively (on at least one experimental condition for CSresponses). This minimum number of stimulus criterion allowed a reliable detection of CS and US plastic neurons compared to a grand average across all stimuli, without being too sensitive for random Ca 2+ responses in individual trials. Responses for CS were collected to tones 1-5 in the two habituation sessions and in the first extinction session, and to tones [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] in the second fear extinction session. The average neuronal responses across both habituation sessions was used as the habituation response of the cells. Next we used a supervised clustering approach on the subset of significantly responsive cells to identify different subtypes of CS and US responsive neurons. Neuronal responses were collected in time windows of [-2 s 15 s] and [-10 s 30 s] around CS and US onset respectively. Principle component analysis was performed on the concatenated responses to the 5 US in the FC session to identify the dynamics in the US response within this session. Responses were then projected on the first 4 principle components (> 60% variance explained) and K-means clustering performed (k = 11). Clusters were manually characterized as the 6 response types described in the article (Fig. 5 and Extended Data Fig. 5 ). This procedure was replicated for the CS responses after averaging responses to the 5 selected tones in the habituation and extinction sessions as described above, to identify the different dynamics in CS responses along the conditioning paradigm.
Behavioral responses to different behaviors were collected and averaged in the different sessions: corner entry (OF), corner exit (OF), freezing period start and end (habituation, extinction), and head dips (EPM). Response to freezing and corner entry/exit was quantified as the difference between the mean response in the 2 s time window starting 1 s after behavioral onset (response) and the 2 s time window ending 1 s before onset (baseline). Head dips were quantified as the difference between the mean response in the 1s time window starting 0.8 s before behavior detection (response) and the 1 s time window ending 1 s before behavior detection (baseline), due the different dynamics of the behavior. We then calculated the pearson correlation between the neuronal responses to each pair of behaviors for each animal.
Statistics:
Statistical analysis was performed with Prism 7 (GraphPad) and Matlab (Mathworks). Normality of the data was not assumed and all tests were non-parametric tests. Results are reported as mean ± sem unless otherwise stated. Box and whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and the minimum to maximum values of the data distribution. Statistical tests and test statics are mentioned in the text and figure legends. *, ** and *** indicate p-values smaller than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively. All data and code will be available upon reasonable request. . j) Ca 2+ activity in relation to corner entry (green) and corner exit (orange) transition speed for the three response clusters 1,2,3 (average response profile for N = 9 animals) reveals that the relationship between instantaneous speed and cellular activity depends on the spatial destination and is not solely speed-driven. Triangles mark the start of the transition. 
